Touareg

Designed for the
restless spirit
Made to enjoy every moment on the road, the Touareg is a luxury
car that is built on an understanding of how precious every
second of your day is. Enjoy this exploration of luxury, innovation,
design and beauty. With bold new class-leading features, the
Innovision Cockpit will keep you searching for more.

Drive and performance

Luxury and comfort

Style and design

More than generous on power

A space to enjoy and make

An exploration of

and torque.

your own.

eye-catching.

Innovision Cockpit

Technology & Innovation

Safety

The ultimate driving

Connected on another level.

Comprehensive safety

control centre.
*DCC adaptive chassis control systems, Adaptive Cruise Control
with Front Assist are not available for Sub-Saharan African markets .

features.

Designed for the
smoothest ride
Exploration is exhilarating in
the Touareg.
Whether you’re searching for new ideas in the city or just chasing
the horizon, you’ll be in the power seat. Powered by a 3.0 TSI
engine with 250kW, you can drive with confidence. Because driving
is so personal, you can tailor your driving settings with six different
intelligent modes.

4MOTION® technology
The legendary, patented four-wheel technology
that changed the game. With it, traction is under
complete control.

Designed
for comfort
Refined, modern and practical,
the interior of Touareg excels in
all areas, luxury being
no exception.
With more room than the previous model and precision
craftsmanship like the matt black silver-inlayed centre console, the
Touareg is comfortable in its own skin. From the ergoComfort seats
with 4-way electrically adjustable lumbar support, you can create
your own atmosphere with Climate Control using the leathertrimmed multi-function steering wheel.

Ambient Lighting
Your car, your mood, with the standard Ambient Lighting package
that’ll illuminate the interior of the vehicle in a choice of 30
striking colours.

Designed to
be seen

The Touareg’s distinctive contours, tail light clusters and chrome
trapezoid tailpipes are all part of an overall design expression that
explores one thing: beauty. There are powerful visual features
like a black-painted radiator grille and stainless steel loading that
paint an elegant picture. The Touareg is visually striking and with
finishing touches like a panoramic sunroof, leather seats and gear
paddles, you can see why you’ll be noticed in it.

Designed
to connect

Refined, modern and
practical, the interior of
Touareg excels in all areas,
luxury being no exception.
With more room than the previous model and
precision craftsmanship like the matt black silverinlayed centre console, the Touareg is comfortable in
its own skin. From the ergoComfort seats with 4-way
electrically adjustable lumbar support,
you can create your own atmosphere with Climate
Control using the leather-trimmed multi-function
steering wheel.

Designed
to advance
The convenient technology in the Touareg offers you a range of customisable
systems like the digital interface and multi-function steering wheel that are
all part of our exploration of innovation. Plenty of the useful standard features
simply make life easy, like keyless access to the boot at the touch of a button or
with a flick of your foot. The radio and navigation on the Discover Pro Navigation
touchscreen system is displayed on a 9.2” colour screen that responds to touch,
voice and gesture. It’s easy to get used to progress.

Luxury
. Drive Profile Selection
. 9.2” Discover Pro Navigation
. 19” alloy wheels
. App-Connect and
Volkswagen Media Control

. Panoramic sunroof
. Electric tailgate
. Electric seats

. Park Distance Control
(front and rear)
. Park Assist with Rear-view camera
. LED headlights

. Climatronic airconditioning
. Easy Open/Easy Close
. Active Climate Seats

Designed for
peace of mind

The Touareg is designed for a safer drive and it’s fully
equipped to reduce risks in many different areas of
driving in order to protect the passengers and the value
of your car.

Driven
by our drivers

Every stylish curve, every sophisticated technology,
every driver intelligence feature and the powerful
drive are built on a vision of what our drivers
need, what they want and what will make their
experience that much more compelling. The thirdgeneration Touareg is the result of that vision.

